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Challenges to Education

- What are the Time Challenges to Physics Education in Radiation Oncology Residency Programs?
Time

- Timing of Classes
- When in the Progression
- Staff Time
Challenges to Education

- What are the Cultural Challenges to Physics Education?
Challenges to Education

- What are the Resource Challenges to Physics Education?
Resources

- Financial
- Staff
- Recognition
Challenges to Education

- Are there Challenges Related to the Dedication and Ability of Physicists to Teach?
Dedication and Ability

- Research Interests
- Consultant Services
- Physics Staff Support
Challenges to Education

• Can Physicists Teach Radiation Oncology Residents?
Challenges to Education

• What Other Challenges Handicap Physics Education in Radiation Oncology Residency Programs?
Challenges to Education

- Remember the Points from this Morning!

- Think “OUT OF THE BOX!”
Summit Follow Up Meeting